
 

Economics students’ representative council 

Minutes of 9th Session 

 
 
 

Date: 02.07.2018 Time: 18:15 Uhr 
Venue: FSR-office Minute taker: Christine Yen 
 
Participants: 
 

SRC (FSR):  Lukas, Mara, Bianca, Bo, Valeria, Veronica 
 

oFSR:  Maike 
 

Guests:  
 

Marco 

Absent: None 
 

 

Agenda 
 

1: Opening of the session: 
 

1.1: Determination of session’s quorum: 

There are 7 voted members present. The quorum is established. 

1.2: Acceptance of agenda (7/0/0) 

1.3: Vote on minutes of previous sessions: 

Everyone is agreed with the minutes of previous session. (7/0/0) 

 

2: Reports: 
 

2.1 Finance: 

Currently we have got a capital of about 1700€. 
 

2.2 Public Relations: 

We received the email from StudyBees for doing advertisements for them but finally we              
decided not to do the cooperation with them. We are informed to plan for Freshmen week                
by this Friday. The final information we received is the students need to change the               
passwords these days. 
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2.3 Chairman/Recorder/Speaker: 

Lukas did the chair for fsrvv. 

 

3: Projects: 

 

3.1 FSVV Feedback: 

There were 23 people in the FSVV event this time. As for the suggestions from the                
voted members, Bosaid that we can do it in another room with a better location next                
time. Overall, everyone is fine with it.  

 

3.2 Introduction Week for Freshmen WS 18/19: 

VCG is interested in supporting the freshmen bags, and we need to discuss the              
amount and the prices still. On Monday, October 8th , 10 O’clock we will attend the                
event. Later at 16:45 in Kleistforum, the fsrwiwi members should present. We kept             
the idea of doing Stadtrallye but we changed the name to ABSOLUT(E)-Stadt-Ralle            
instead. The information of it is: 1. Date: Tuesday, October 9th 2. Time: 16-18 3.               
Place: AM, ffo 4. Description: Mostly the same idea as last year. As for the roles for                 
ABSOLUT(E)-Stadt-Ralle, we will discuss about it next week. (7/0/0) 

On October 17th , will be the initiative markt. Bo proposed the Icebreaker games and               
do some name tags( but maybe it will cost too much) for the initiative markt.               
Everyone thinks one game till next week or discuss after the exam.  

 

4: Others 

 

4.1 Important dates: 

Freshmen week starts from: 2018-10-08 

ABSOLUT(E)-Stadt-Ralle: 2018-10-09 

Initiative Markt: 2018-10-17 

4.2 Other 
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Veronica, Valeria and Christine need to give Bianca the black shirts for printing             

fsrwiwi on them. 

End of session: 19:25  

Minutes taker’s note: the session was held in English, there is no German version available. 


